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"No matter where I wander and no
matter where I stray,

I tread again my footsteps home on an
Irish harvest day."

 
- John Hogan

 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor,

 I am thrilled to be completing our quartet of Celtic Fire Festivals with the intriguing
feast of Lughnasadh or as it is spelt in modern times – Lúnasa. Each of these special
occasions calls to mind the ever-shifting seasons of this incredible world we live in,
uncovering mythical means for the colourful changes of the land around us. 

Lúnasa is generally attributed to the first day of August, and in fact the word can be
used interchangeably to refer to this eighth month of the year. It bids a fond farewell
to the light nights and blazing sun of summer, as the autumn season begins to roll by
in all of its soft, golden glory. 

The concept of a harvest celebration is by no means unique to Ireland, but I do feel
that the Celtic chronicle brings its very own charm to the festivities. All the
traditions and rituals associated with this most ancient jamboree are all deeply
rooted in both gratitude and abundance – not unlike some elements of an American
Thanksgiving.

 

As with much of Irish
mythology, the ways of
yore have crept into
our contemporary
culture – with the
result than many of us
partake in pagan
practices without even
realising the history
and heritage behind
them. 



A Message From Mary

For example, Bilberry Sunday was always a key event in my childhood – where the
children would run wild amongst the undergrowth – plucking the sweet blue berries
from the branches and carelessly dropping them in our baskets (with a fair
percentage of our findings being eaten on the spot). However, this fun, family pursuit
dates all the way back to the ages when gods and faeries roamed the earth amongst
us – when these sweet fruits would be used as an indicator of the harvest to be reaped
later that year, and presented as an offering to those powerful beings that had blessed
the land with such bounty. 

Today when I revel in all of the autumn celebrations that coincide with those harvest
months, I remind myself of how lucky I am to have been descended from such a rich
and fascinating culture – which has imbued its ancient customs and values into my
modern life. 

And so, please consider this month’s box as my harvest offering to you – my Irish
at Heart family – for whom I am eternally grateful. Each item is a celebration of
nature, the land and the harvest, all brought to you through the creative
craftmanship (for which the God Lugh himself was eternally famed) which flows
through the Emerald Isle. As we welcome the Autumn with open arms let’s take a
moment to reflect and be grateful for just how much we’ve grown, before we enjoy
the fruits of our harvest.
 
Ó Mary le grá,

How was a young Dubliner such as
myself supposed to appreciate that this
simple task had been passed down from
my ancestors from millennia ago? It was
not simply the first step in creating a
delicious dessert, but in fact a crucial
piece of my Irish heritage.  

 
 
 
 
 



Recipe of The Month

 

Bilberry Pie 

One of the enduring traditions of Lúnasa is Bilberry Sunday, which takes place
on the last Sunday before Lúnasa. 

Bilberries, traditionally being the first harvest of the year, were thought to
indicate how well the rest of the crops would fair – with plentiful fruits being a
ripe cause for celebration. 

The fruits are small and bluish-purple in colour, and all in all rather similar to
the more commonly known blueberry. However, there are some slightly varying
characteristics, such as a darker coloured pulp, and a slightly juicer taste. 
It was traditionally the children who did the actual picking of the berries,
darting amongst the bushes with baskets laden with juicy little gems of
amethyst, and occasionally with a matching trickle of purple down their chin!
They would then deposit their winnings in their respective kitchens, and
patiently wait as one of the adults took it upon themselves to produce a
mouthwatering dessert. 

The fruit is also known as ‘Fraughan’ in Ireland, which is what gives its name to
this delicious pie from Aidan Dempsey’s Ballykissangel Cookbook. Each bite is
like a little taste of the joys of Lúnasa, and it’s a wonderful way to conclude a
family dinner of a late summer evening.

 

 



Method

 1. Pre-heat the oven to 200 C, 400 F, gas mark 6; lightly grease a 10 inch ovenproof pie
plate.

2. To make the pastry: sieve the flour and salt together in a bowl, then rub in the butter to
a breadcrumb consistency; gradually add enough water to bind the ingredients.

3. Divide the pastry into two and on a lightly floured pastry board roll out both halves to
1/8 inch thick circles to fit the pie plate; place one circle onto the greased pie plate, prick
with a fork and bake blind for about 10 minutes; remove from oven and allow to cool while
you make the filling.

4. To make the filling: combine all filling ingredients and check for sweetness, adding extra
sugar if desired; pour filling on top of the cooked pastry; then cover the entire plate with
the second circle of pastry and press the edges together; trim the edges then prick the top
with a fork and brush with beaten egg.

5. Place the pie back in the oven for about 20 minutes or golden brown; when cooked
sprinkle with sugar and serve with whipped cream or ice cream.

4 ounces all-purpose flour (plus extra for rolling out)
2 ounces butter (plus extra for greasing)
1 -2 tablespoon cold water
1 pinch salt
extra flour, for rolling out pastry dough

Aiden Dempsey's Fraughan Pie
Serves 6
Ingredients 

Pastry 
 

 
 

 

 

Recipe of The Month

 1 lb bilberries (or blueberries!)
4 ounces light brown sugar
2 tablespoons clear honey
2 fluid ounces lemon juice (about 2 lemons)

Filling

 
 

 

1 egg, beaten
superfine caster sugar (superfine)

                 Extras

 
 

 

 

https://www.food.com/about/flour-64
https://www.food.com/about/butter-141
https://www.food.com/about/water-459
https://www.food.com/about/salt-359
https://www.food.com/about/flour-64
https://www.food.com/about/blueberry-67
https://www.food.com/about/brown-sugar-375
https://www.food.com/about/honey-155
https://www.food.com/about/lemon-juice-55
https://www.food.com/about/egg-142
https://www.food.com/about/sugar-139


Poem of The Month 

 
Those of you who are ardent subscribers to the Irish at Heart gazette will be no strangers to
the powerful words of Derry born Seamus Heaney, but it would inconceivable for ‘The
Harvest Bow’ not to crop up as we explore the beautiful world of Lúnasa. 
 
Heaney’s gentle golden imagery binds the last of the summer days tightly around childhood
memories of his father, and it is ripe with the Irish traditions and heritage which make this
such a special time of year on the Emerald Isle. 
 
A harvest bow is a decoration that is fashioned from strands of wheat which have been
twisted and knotted into designs of various intricacy. Some would take pride of place on the
table bearing the plates of a Lúnasa feast as a symbol of gratitude for the abundant crops
that year; while others would be gifted as a token of affection – a simple demonstration that
the recipient was on your mind as you plucked the golden straws and crafted them into a
keepsake. 
 

 

While the Harvest Bow that Heaney’s father gifts him
may not hold any monetary value, we can see how
this ancient ritual has played an important part in
his upbringing – and the result is a very solid
representation of his father’s affection. This
“throwaway love-knot of straw” is simultaneously
worthless, and one of the most valuable gifts he could
ever receive. Patrick Heaney took a moment out to
apply an inherited technique to mere pieces of straw
– turning it into a wonderful representation of both
his time and his heritage that he could then gift to his
son Seamus. It is in short, a humble representation of
all the feelings and memories that are often left
unsaid in a father-son relationship. 
 
As you read the poem below, pay particular attention
to the interweaving rhyme scheme that dances
throughout the five stanzas – almost as though the
words themselves are being looped and pulled
amongst one another, reflective of the manipulation
of the stalks of wheat as they become the Harvest Bow. 



Poem of The Month 

 
 
 
 

The Harvest Bow 
 

As you plaited the harvest bow
You implicated the mellowed silence in you

In wheat that does not rust
But brightens as it tightens twist by twist

Into a knowable corona,
A throwaway love-knot of straw.

 
Hands that aged round ashplants and cane sticks
And lapped the spurs on a lifetime of game cocks
Harked to their gift and worked with fine intent

Until your fingers moved somnambulant:
I tell and finger it like braille,

Gleaning the unsaid off the palpable,
 

And if I spy into its golden loops
I see us walk between the railway slopes

Into an evening of long grass and midges,
Blue smoke straight up, old beds and ploughs in hedges,

An auction notice on an outhouse wall—
You with a harvest bow in your lapel,

 
Me with the fishing rod, already homesick

For the big lift of these evenings, as your stick
Whacking the tips off weeds and bushes
Beats out of time, and beats, but flushes

Nothing: that original townland
Still tongue-tied in the straw tied by your hand.

 
The end of art is peace

Could be the motto of this frail device
That I have pinned up on our deal dresser—

Like a drawn snare
Slipped lately by the spirit of the corn

Yet burnished by its passage, and still warm.
 

Seamus Heaney (1939-2013)
 
 



Seanfhocail

There are four festivals of fire firmly embedded throughout the Celtic calendar, Bealtaine,
Samhain, Imbolc, and Lúnasa – all of which carry their own traditions and symbols to
accompany the changing seasons. These celebrations were integral to the lives of the
ancient civilisations of Ireland through the ages, and each has had its own significant
influence on Irish culture as it exists today. 

The feast of Lúnasa falls on the first day of August, and revels in the bounties and the
warmth of the harvest, which of course has inspired a turn of phrase or two in its time. Have
any of these Seanfhocail cropped up in your own speech over the years? 

An te chuireas, ‘se baineas
He that sows will reap 
xxx

Mol gort is ná mol geamhar
Praise the fully grown crop and not the stubble 
xxx

xxx
Let your heart be glad for the harvest done and may your winter be warm the whole season
long.
xxx

xxx
May the rains sweep gently across your fields, may the sun warm the land, may every good
seed you have planted bear fruit and may late summer find you standing in fields of plenty.
xxx

Is í an eorna nua tú a fheiceáil.
Seeing you is like seeing the new (season's) barley.
xxx

Ní bhíonn an rath, ach mara mbíonn an smacht.
There is no prosperity unless there is discipline.
xxx

Ní dhéanfaidh smaoineamh an treabhadh duit.
You'll never plough a field turning it over in your mind.
xxx



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Irish is taught to all schoolchildren across
Ireland, from junior infants all the way up
to 6th year - that's 14 years!  So you would
think that most Irish people would be
fluent speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my
school years in Gaelscoileanna (school
taught exclusively through Irish). Now,
after spending all these years only speaking
Irish in school, I have a deep appreciation
and love for the language that I'm unsure I
would've had otherwise. I am grateful to
have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my
knowledge with all of you! 

What is friendship? A helping hand, a source of laughter, the kid who shared
their lunch with you in school when you forgot? The dictionary definition of
friendship is "A state of enduring affection, esteem, intimancy, and trust
between two people.". In my opinion, friendship cannot be defined by mere
words. Nothing can explain the joy and security you feel when you encounter
true friendship. It's unexplainable.

This month's challenge; 
Tell a friend how much they mean to you as Gaeilge. 

  

A Little About Me



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Chat to a friend as Gaeilge 

An bhfuil tú ag iarraidh dul ag siopadóireacht?
Do you want to go shopping?
Awn will too eg eer-ee dul eg shup-ah-door-uckt

Déanaimis bráisléid cairdeas
Let's make friendship bracelets
Dayn-ah-mish brawss-layd coor-jis 

Tar isteach le haghaidh cupán tae
Come in for a cup of tea
Tahr ish-tock leh hiy kuh-pawn tay

Is breá liom ag caint leat
I love talking to you 
Iss braw lum eg kynt lat 

Is tú mo chara is fearr
You're my best friend
Iss too muh har-ah iss fyar

Tá spás agat i mo chroí i gcónaí
There is always a space for you in my heart 
Taw spawss ah-gut ih muh hree ih go-nee

An bhfuil cead agam labhairt leat?
Can I talk to you?
Awn will kyad ah-gum lawrt lat? 

Go raibh maith agat as ucht a bheith mo chara
Thank you for being my friend
Guh row maw ah-gut awss uckt ah veh muh har-ah



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson

by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh

Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make your
own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Tá tú mo ____ = You're my ____ ( Taw too muh ) 
An bhfuil tú ag iarraidh dul ag ____ = Do you want to go ____ ( Awn will too
eg eer-ee dul eg ) 

Cairdeas = Friendship ( Kur-jiss )
Cara = Friend ( Cah-rah )
Anamchara = Soulmate ( An-um-ha-rah )
Bráisléad cairdeas = Friendship bracelet ( Brawss-layd coor-jis ) 
Siúlóireacht = Hiking ( Shool-or-uckt )
Snámh = Swimming ( Snawv )
Cineáltas = Kindness ( Kin-nawl-tiss )
Cairdiúil = Friendly ( Coor-jool )



Seanscéal: An Old Story

Lúnasa is the third of four fire festival that take place in the Celtic calendar, and
the last – but by no means least - to be featured in our Irish at Heart subscription
box.  
 
The concept of a harvest celebration is one that has spread across many cultures
in all corners of the earth, so unsurprisingly the true origins of the story have
been blended and adapted over the years and there will be many details that
resonate with the legends and mythologies of other lands – such as Ancient
Greece or Wales. However, the tale that you are about to read has been plucked
from the rich and weathered pages of Ireland’s folklore and heritage, and curated
into a story that is truly Irish at heart.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Once upon a time, or as the Irish might say “fadó fadó”, there lived an Irish god,
warrior and great craftsman known as Lugh, who of course lends his name to the
Lughnasadh festival itself. 
 
Born to Cian of the Tuatha Dé Dannan and Ethniu of the Fomorians – his parents'
marriage was seen as an alliance between two great supernatural races. As an
infant Lugh was entrusted to the care of Tailtiu who was a goddess on earth and a
loving foster mother. As a young man, Lugh aligned himself with his father’s
heritage by laying his many skills at the feet of the Tuatha Dé Dannan, promising
to help overthrow the Formorians who ruled at that time. 
 
 
 
 

The Hero of Lúnasa



Seanscéal: An Old Story

Of course, this pitted our hero directly against his mother’s lineage, making
himself an enemy of his grandfather and the Fomorian King, Balor. A feared and
wicked being, Balor was said to have a third eye high upon his forehead, an evil
orb that wreaked destruction upon all which it looked. This merciless quality of
Balor often linked him with the burning sun above, that could wilt crops and
produce drought – causing devastation to any harvest which was subjected to
his malicious glare. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enter our hero of the autumn months
Lugh! The charismatic god instilled his
oppressed brothers and sisters with a
sense of hope and self-belief and led
them into an impassioned war which is
now known as Second Battle of Mag
Tuireadh. The Formorians swiftly
gained the upper-hand as Balor slayed
King Nuada of the Tuatha Dé Dannan,
but his grandson Lugh soon got the
better of him. Standing just out of
vision, the crafty Lugh took aim with his
trusty slingshot, and found his target.
His missile soared through the sky and
smacked through Balor’s deadly eye -
killing him instantly. However, the
offending article itself smashed through
the host of its skull – wreaking havoc
upon the Fomorian army behind the
fallen king.
 
 
 

 

The battle had been won, yet there was one more task for the great Lugh to
complete. Hiding in the wake of his fallen comrades was Bres – who was the
foundation of the Tuatha Dé Dannan’s oppression. Like Lugh, he was born of
both the Fomorian and Tuatha Dé, and was chosen to be King of the latter as a
bridge between the two supernatural clans. However, he favoured his Fomorian
roots, and forced his people into slavery – condemning them to be forever
below their Fomorian counterparts. When Nuada overthrew him, he fled to join
his chosen people until his acts of betrayal caught up with him in the form of
Lugh. 



 
 
He begged for his life, promising to bestow all kinds of gifts and enchantments
upon the Tuatha Dé Dannan if he could be spared – including increasing Ireland’s
harvest seasons from one to four per year. However, Lugh reasoned that one would
certainly suffice if it were to be tended properly, and so our hero had an idea for a
deal. Bres’ life would be spared on the condition that he taught the people of
Ireland the tricks and talents needed to plough, sew and reap – allowing his people
to celebrate in abundance at harvest time. 
 
Lugh’s foster mother Tailtiu, was so proud of her son’s achievements that she
threw herself into the preparation of the land, so that Ireland could best prosper
under its new agricultural abilities. Tirelessly she toiled clearing the plains for
ploughing but sadly, upon completing her arduous task, she died of exhaustion. She
is remembered as a goddess of the earth – and represents the vegetation that dies
as it is plucked from the ground, sacrificing itself so it can feed mankind. 
 
 
In her loving memory Lugh created a funeral feast known as the Aonach Tailteann,
which occurred in the two weeks before the first harvest of the year, and is the
founding element of the Lúnasa celebrations which are known today. A Celtic
version of the ancient Olympic Games was born, featuring wonderful displays of
athletic prowess, horse-racing, matchmaking, dancing and feasting – which all took
place in the town which bore his mother’s name - Tailtin (today known as County
Meath’s Teltown). 
 
 
 
 
 

Seanscéal: An Old Story



 
 
Lugh presided over these games every year, and Kings from all over Ireland would
come to enjoy the festivities – swearing truces with one another for the duration.
That’s not to say that Lugh was through with his enemies – far from it! In order to
ensure an abundant harvest from his people he had to protect produce from the
jealous gods who demanded sacrifices for themselves.  
 
The sinister Crom Dubh battles with Lugh each year for control of the crops,
demanding his own portion of that which is grown. We can think of this greedy
creature as famine or blight – doing all that he can to ensure that the earth’s
bounty doesn’t reach the lips of the people who sewed it. Sometimes the object of
this struggle was represented as a woman by the name of Eithne, which literally
translates to mean “grain”. Again, we can see an alignment with the Greek Hades –
who captures the Goddess of the Harvest Persephone and lures her to the
Underworld, releasing her only in the autumn where she is free to roam the world
above. 
 
The fight between Crom Dubh and Lugh was often represented in ancient rituals
through a dance interpretation, in which our hero invariably vanquished his enemy
– much to the jubilation of the gathered crowds. 
 
 
 

Seanscéal: An Old Story

The inaugural Tailteann games are said to
have taken place circa 1600 BC, and were
celebrated well into the 12th Century –
and there have even been attempts at
reviving the event in the last 100 years.
We can still spy their relics amongst the
traditions of today – in the farmers
markets, matchmaking events, food trails
and arts and crafts festivals that pepper
the month of August. Each in its own way
celebrates the abundant bounty of
Ireland – whether that be our harvest,
our heritage or even our creativity. It’s
truly a wonderful time of year – and it
would appear that we all have the great
god Lugh to thank for it! 


